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Many businesses lack strategic skilling plans
The war for talent is a hot topic for CEOs and boards as they adapt their
organisations to the rapid pace of change in the digital era. Talent leaders are being
forced to rethink how they skill staff at a time when new technology is creating
perishable skills – skills that have a short lifespan. However, many businesses’
training strategies are reactive and chaotic, and can’t plug the gaps.
Technologies such as robotics, artificial intelligence and machine learning have
transformed how we live and work. They have also disrupted how businesses
operate, creating a need for agility to survive and thrive in the face of increasing
ambiguity. The COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted how hard it is to predict the
direction and velocity of change. For business leaders, this has created uncertainty
on how to equip their workforce with the right skills for an increasingly fluid future.

that will help them navigate the supply and demand of perishable skills – a core
challenge of enabling performance in areas that will be in high demand tomorrow.
The framework gives human resources (HR) departments the tools to identify
who to cross-skill and upskill, and when to do it. This will help HR develop agile
workforces that can react quickly to meet any daily challenge. By developing their
human capital, organisations will also benefit from creating a culture of trust,
teamwork, and collaboration, and aligning people and processes to develop
customer-centric products. This ability is an advantage in an era of uncertainty and
constant change.

The pandemic has brought about a quantum leap in digital adoption as businesses
were forced to interact with customers through digital channels and move their
product portfolios online. This has increased the need for businesses to view
skilling through a more strategic lens, to thrive during and after the pandemic.

Using the Digital Value Stream Framework
to prepare for the future
To help companies face the organisational challenges ahead, Deloitte SEA
Consulting developed the Digital Value Stream Framework. This framework helps
leaders create structures that enable their workers to thrive in an environment
of uncertainty by developing digital and cognitive skills across job capabilities.
Organisations can use the framework to create robust reskilling ecosystems
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Crafting a strategy for perishable skills
As workers are displaced by automation and as technology evolves, the half-life of
skills – the time it takes for skills to start becoming outdated – has fallen to just five
years.1 The skills that are most affected are perishable skills used in developing new
technology applications and data for creating products and services. While these
skills are fleeting and impermanent, businesses rely on them to operate efficiently
and continuously innovate.
This is presenting businesses with real challenges in developing workforces that can
keep pace with change. Not only do they need their workers to develop new and

diverse skill sets in the next five years, but half of those skill sets could be obsolete
in 10 years’ time.
Many organisations are proficient in skilling workforces in durable and semi-durable
skills (see box below), often with the help of corporate universities and training
academies. However, the challenge arises with creating successful strategies
for managing workers with perishable skills is creating bottlenecks. This can be
due to a mismatch between the training programmes on offer and the skills
that businesses need to unlock organisational value. Hence, even though many
companies are investing in training programmes, workers may remain unprepared
for tomorrow’s challenges.

Differentiating key skill types
Skills can be classified by their durability, to guide learning development teams. While some skills will rapidly lose value as new
technologies emerge, others will have greater longevity and will be more resilient in the face of disruption.

Durable skills or ‘soft skills’ are highly
transferable. They can be performed across
functions and are relevant despite technological
innovation.2 Examples include critical thinking,
design thinking, leadership and communication
skills.

Semi-durable skills or ‘functional and
managerial skills’ are knowledge-based and
field-specific skills that are linked to the job
function.3 They are more transient than durable
skills because they are prone to change once an
industry is disrupted and evolves.

Perishable skills are organisation-specific and
technology-related capabilities. They frequently
shift due to change management initiatives and
are the most short-lived.4 Examples include
platforms and programming knowledge that
evolves.

1. Douglas Thomas and John Seely Brown, A New Culture of Learning: Cultivating the Imagination for a World of Constant Change. Lexington, KY: CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2011.
2. Matthew J Daniel, “Skills aren't soft or hard – they're durable or perishable,” CLO Media, November 9, 2020.
3. Daniel, “Skills aren't soft or hard – they're durable or perishable,”
4. Daniel, “Skills aren't soft or hard – they're durable or perishable,”
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Understanding the digital
value stream

Figure 1: An illustrative example of the digital value stream framework
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All businesses have a value chain
and value streams (see Figure 1
above), including a digital value
stream. We developed the Digital
Value Stream Framework to provide
a HR infrastructure that enables
reskilling. We were inspired by digital
platform companies that have enabled
workforces to build product pipelines
that continuously deliver new or
optimised software or hardware.
The digital value stream is
underpinned by the core tenets
of programming language that
have evolved from product teams
participating in timed sprints to
complete new products and working
to develop talent across adjacent roles
to take on complex projects over time.
Value stream solutions focus on two
levers: people and the end-product.

Release Management Lead
Site Reliability Engineering Lead
CI/CD Lead
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Critical concepts: Value Chain versus
value stream
A value chain is the sum of the individual
and sequential activities (or inputs) a
company performs to create a product (or
output). Usually, the first step is receiving
the raw material, which then goes through
a series of processes to produce the final
product. A value chain can be compared
to a relay in which competitors pass the
baton, one to another, until the race is
complete.
A value stream is an end-to-end collection
of activities that function together to get
a result for a ‘customer’ who could be an
external customer or an internal end-user.5
Organisations have a collection of value
streams, and each one includes activities
related to the end product as well as the
related management and information
systems. A value stream isn’t linear like
a relay, but is more like a rugby game in
which the ball is passed or carried around
the field in different directions.

Within the Digital Value Stream Framework, perishable skills are identified and concentrated in the
domains under the frame of skilling chapters. These skills evolve continually, with the value stream
providing a point of reference for adjacent skill clusters. This allows organisations to identify skilling
needs for the following one to three years, and provides a stable framework for team leaders and the
HR department to develop a workforce that is able to take on increased responsibilities and complex
use cases.
Once HR maps workforce requirements, it can develop a strategy for who to move across the digital
value stream and who to reskill (reflected by progressing up one of the columns in Figure 1), and how
to do it. HR will also know what level of its talent needs it can meet internally and the extent of external
hiring that will be needed.
By 2024, around 40 percent of workers will require up to six months of retraining, and almost
all business leaders will expect their workers to pick up new skills on the job.6 Creating a datadriven inventory that clearly shows where skills are lacking and where they are strongest enables
businesses to map out needs and quickly address skills gaps.

5. George W. Brown, “Value Chains, Value Streams, Value Nets, and Value Delivery Chains,” BPTrends, April 2009.
6. David Autor, David Mindell, and Elisabeth Reynolds, “The Work of the Future: Shaping Technology and Institutions,” MIT Work of the Future, November 17, 2020.
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Who to skill and when to skill them
Reskilling is too broad a category to specify exactly how
workers need to be retrained and to what end. To more
accurately describe the nature of the reskilling workers
should undergo, the concept can be divided into two
categories: cross-skilling and upskilling.7
Cross-skilling
This is the process of workers acquiring new skills and
competencies in multiple job functions to enable them
to work in enhanced roles.7 Figure 1 illustrates how
cross-skilling employees enables an organisation to
move them from one role to another, across columns
1–9. With training, employees can take on additional
work related to their current role and adjacent roles,
enabling them to deliver on complex projects.
Upskilling
This is the process of workers acquiring new skills and
competencies that are relevant to their job, so they can
move up the stream.8 For example, a worker in a role at
the bottom of one of the grey boxes in Figure 1 could
be upskilled to move up the stream to a role at the top
of the box. Upskilling aims to elevate people beyond
having adequate skills for a role to having higher-order
of skills. Enabling them to think critically about their
work and appraise the results. Upskilling focuses on
training to improve a person’s performance in their
current role.

How inadequate skilling strategies are causing national
skills gaps
The inadequacy of current skilling strategies poses significant challenges for organisations and countries. At
a national level, countries are facing widespread talent shortages across industries. Sweden, for instance,
is reportedly facing a large deficit of workers with complex digital skills, despite being at the forefront of
innovation.9 This shortage has prompted Swedish audio streaming and media services provider, Spotify, to
move jobs abroad, where workers have the required skills.10
For countries like Sweden, the skills gap means people won’t have the qualifications employers are
seeking, which increases the risk of rising unemployment. These countries also risk declining economic
competitiveness and attractiveness to foreign investors.
At an organisational level, companies will face the challenge of filling new roles as they transition to a digitalcentric business. If their workers lack the skill sets needed to implement new processes and tackle complex
projects, their productivity and competitiveness will decline, and they will not be able to reap the full gains of
the digital transformation.

7. JD Dillon, “Reskilling, Upskilling, Cross-Training: Which Strategy Do I Need?” Axonify, June 30, 2020.
8. Dillon, “Reskilling, Upskilling, Cross-Training: Which Strategy Do I Need?”
9. Dominik Israte, “The Nordics are struggling with a tech talent shortage,” Emerging Europe, December 17, 2019.
10. Gerard O’Dwyer, “Swedish Government and Industry Address IT Skills Shortage,” Computer Weekly, August 20, 2018.
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Achieving purposeful employment
and creating value through skilling
Building value stream capabilities is at the heart of
becoming a digitised business
Businesses that once mapped digital strategy in one- to three-year phases
must now scale their initiatives in a matter of months. Asian banks are migrating
physical channels online, healthcare providers have moved into telehealth, and
retailers are offering contactless shopping and delivery. Digital has become central
to every interaction – we are now in a world in which agile ways of working are a
prerequisite to meet daily changes to consumer behaviour.
Businesses need agile workforces that can apply their expertise to rise to daily
challenges. As workers increase their rate of learning, they need to be able
to quickly translate what they are learning into action. Organisations must be
equipped to enable workers to learn and try out new tasks at a greater pace.
They need to veer away from the mindset of providing ad hoc training in
perishable skills. This approach, in which individuals gain entry-level proficiency
in certain skills, provides little to no cumulative value to the organisation or the
individual. But providing in-depth training in adjacent skills unleashes value.
Organisations must enable their workers to cultivate medium- to high-level
proficiency in two or three adjacent skills.
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Targeting the individual:
How to manage your career
with the value stream
If employees are to thrive in their work environment and
progress in their career, they need the right tools.
This section addresses how individuals can harness the
value stream for career success. The Digital Value Stream
Framework creates a structure that enables workers to
thrive in an uncertain and fast-paced environment. They
need to develop the intellectual muscle to engage in
collaborative debate, immerse themselves in detail and
cultivate deep expertise.
The domains in the digital value stream cut across the
skilling chapters, and use cases can be thought of as
simple to complex projects within the organisation.
The majority of workers have excelled in roles with a
deep expertise in one domain; that is, the I-shaped
skills development (shown at left in Figure 2). In the past
decade, T-shaped skills development has also become
prevalent, with workers gaining deep skills in one domain,
but with the breadth to cover related use cases. To
thrive in a period of increasing ambiguity and create
value for an organisation, workers need to progress to
# shaped skills development, combining deep skills in
several domains while gaining the aptitude to work across
multiple use cases. Skills are structured logically, based
on cluster adjacencies, to further develop workers’ core
competencies.

Figure 2: Managing individual career progression by using the digital value stream model
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Union Bank uses the Digital Value
Stream Framework to boost its digital
transformation
FinTech start-ups have made significant inroads into payments, retail deposits,
consumer lending and wealth management, offering end-to-end customer
experiences focused on convenience. Increasingly, they are competing with the
big banks such as UnionBank, a Philippines-headquartered financial institution.
UnionBank has undergone a digital transformation, focusing on people, process
and technology. The last mile of its transformation focused on developing higher
capabilities so it can scale innovations at greater speed. Deloitte Southeast Asia’s
Human Capital Consulting team enabled the people-centric transformation at
UnionBank by rolling out an enterprise-wide change management programme.
The programme was underpinned by the Digital Value Stream Framework and
focused on four levers:

01

02

03

04

continuous
delivery and
integration to
improve product
releases;

learning;

automation
to increase
efficiency;

ensuring
the safety of
products and
platforms.

The HR team has mapped out 15 enhanced roles based on adjacencies identified
in the value stream. It also developed a comprehensive and targeted learning
programme based on the principles of cross-skilling and upskilling. Individuals are
now being offered customised learning pathways to progress and grow with the
organisation.

Final thoughts
Many organisations in Southeast Asia have reached a pivotal moment in talent
development and skills building whereby they need to change to survive and
then thrive. To emerge stronger from the pandemic, it is time to invest in skilling
transformations. Value stream framing allows us to see the world differently, and to
develop meaningful strategies and discussions about upskilling and cross-skilling.

UnionBank set up a pilot based on the principles of the Digital Value Stream
Framework. It selected 60 employees to work in adjacent roles and take on
complex use cases based on their level of skill, which reduced impediments to
the flow of work. This bank has fully pivoted to the digital value stream model.
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